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Bob Grant has been 
a fantastic asset 
to Service Stream 
and has made 
an outstanding 
contribution to the 
business

Service Stream 

Welcome to the June 2020 edition of CONNECT

The last six to eight months has been an 
unprecedented and challenging period 
for many businesses, individuals and 
communities across the country. 

The nation has faced adversity, firstly 
through extreme weather conditions 
in late 2019, and most recently the 
COVID-19 pandemic which will 
continue to be an area of focus and 
source of continual challenge over the 
foreseeable future. 

As an essential network services 
provider, demand for our services has 
generally remained strong, one of the 
hallmarks of our operations and the 
markets we service. Whilst the business 
has felt some negative effects, I would 
categorise these as relatively minor 

when compared to the impacts felt 
across other businesses throughout 
Australia. We are fortunate that Service 
Stream entered these challenging times 
in a very strong position, with a robust 
balance sheet, solid cashflows and 
liquidity levels. This position of strength, 
coupled with the fundamentals of our 
business in supporting our client’s 
essential infrastructure networks, has 
assisted in guiding Service Stream 
through the COVID-19 headwinds  
thus far.

I would however like to encourage all of 
our staff to remain diligent to the risks 
associated with COVID-19, particularly 
as initial restrictions begin to ease. It’s 
imperative that we each continue to 
practice social distancing and maintain 
heightened levels of hygiene at all 
times. Most importantly, I would remind 
staff that if you are feeling ill at any 
stage, please refrain from commencing 
your shift or entering one of our 
offices or depots. Please monitor your 
symptoms and seek medical attention 
if required. 

I wish to also express my personal 
thanks and appreciation to all of 
our staff operating right across our 
business during these challenging 
times. The ongoing vigilance, resilience 
and contributions made by all is not 
only appreciated but underpins the 
success of our business.

Leigh Mackender 
Managing Director  
Service Stream Limited 

Responding to COVID-19

Service Stream’s Executive Response 
Team continue to monitor, review 
and manage our response to the 
evolving situation with COVID-19. We 
take our response to this unfolding 
situation seriously and in line with 
advice from Australian Federal and 
State Governments, continue to assess 
the appropriateness of our current 
actions and future plans to protect 
the health, safety and wellbeing of our 
staff, contractors, customers and the 
community at this time.

As an essential network services 
provider, Service Stream is often 
responding to and working through 
challenging situations. The business 
has benefited from having advanced 
business continuity and preparedness 
planning embedded into our 
operations, which have been rigorously 
tested over many years and continually 
reviewed and adjusted.

In response to COVID-19, the majority 
of our office-based staff moved to 
remote working arrangements in 
March, and COVID-19 field protocols 
were immediately put in place across 
our operations to support social 
distancing and advanced hygiene 
requirements. 

In mid-May the business provided a 
market update to the ASX, indicating 
that demand for our services has 
generally remained strong throughout 
the COVID-19 crisis. The business 
has, however, experienced some 

negative impacts, largely associated 
with increased costs to safely 
deliver field-based operations; some 
clients temporarily pausing some 
work programs; and the delayed 
commencement of individual minor 
projects. While we have re-adjusted our 
expectations on the Group’s earnings 
for FY20, we still expect to deliver a 
record operating result over this time.

Recent Highlights

Despite these recent challenges, we’ve 
also had several highlights over this 
period, including: 

 � Our Fixed Communications Team 
securing a contract renewal with nbn 
for On Demand Module (previously 
known as BDoD) which includes an 
expanded scope to incorporate the 
design and construction of both 
commercial and residential premises, 

 � TechSafe were awarded a contract as 
the sole provider of solar inspection 
and compliance services on behalf of 
Solar Victoria,

 � Comdain Infrastructure has largely 
finalised the mobilisation to support 
our new 10 year agreement with 
Sydney Water (delivered through the 
D4C Joint Venture),

 � The Network Construction Team 
successfully reached practical 
completion across all works 
under the nbn MIMA and DCMA 
construction programs,

 � The Energy and Water Team 
deployed a new Meter Reading 

Solution ‘LINK’ utilising the core 
Oracle field services platform; and

 � The business celebrated International 
Women’s Day in March, and our 
cultural diversity through inclusion@
servicestream activities in May. 

This period also marks a major change 
in personnel, with Service Stream’s 
long-serving Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO), Bob Grant, nearing retirement 
from what has been a stellar executive 
career. Bob has been a crucial element 
to Service Stream’s success over his 
nine-year term, making an outstanding 
contribution to the business. I wish to 
personally thank Bob for his advice, 
support and friendship over his tenure 
and wish him all the best for his next 
chapter. 

In December 2019, Service Stream 
announced the appointment of  
Linda Kow as Service Stream’s new 
CFO. Linda has extensive finance and 
commercial experience across listed 
and privately-owned companies, most 
recently serving as the CFO of Costa 
Group. Linda commenced with the 
business in May and we welcome her 
aboard. 

At this stage in the year, many of us 
are working to finalise next year’s 
budgets, update our strategic plans 
and close out the current financial year. 
I would again like to remind everyone to 
remain diligent with regards to safety, 
particularly in our current COVID -19 
environment, whilst we continue to 
deliver the high standards of service for 
our valued clients. 

Thanks again for all of your valued 
contributions throughout the FY20 
financial year.

 

Leigh Mackender — Managing Director, 
Service Stream Limited

(Front cover) Service Stream constructed the telecommunications tower at Telstra’s 600th Mobile Black 
Spot site in Walhalla, Victoria. 

COVID-19 

Working safely 

Do not attend work  
if you are feeling ill 

If you are feeling ill, please do not 
commence your shift or enter  
a Service Stream office or depot

Practice  
social distancing

Practice social distancing, keeping 
1.5 metres distance from others  
at all times

Practice good  
personal hygiene

Practice good personal hygiene  
— regularly washing hands  
and coughing into your arm

Observe office  
and depot protocols

If attending a Service Stream office  
or depot, please ensure that you 
observe all COVID-19 protocols 
and undertake a self-administered 
temperature check before entering

Managing Director 
Update
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Leigh Mackender spoke to employees about COVID-19 and Service Stream’s response and 
readiness via a live stream in March 2020



HSEQ

Responding to COVID-19

Service Stream is doing its part 
alongside governments, businesses 
and communities to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. The HSEQ Team is 
continuing to play a significant role in 
Service Stream’s COVID-19 response, 
ensuring the business has the support 
and strategies in place to continue to 
deliver essential network services in 
communities across Australia in a safe 
manner. 

A dedicated COVID-19 resource page 
for business updates and information 
has been established on our intranet, 
where managers and employees can 

access all the field and office protocols, 
as well as resource information relating 
to COVID-19 in the one place. Access 
to these resources has also been 
made available to our clients. This 
provides transparency and a good 
understanding of the support put in 
place for our staff to continue to safely 

deliver for our clients during this period.

The feedback from our staff and clients 
to date has been positive, and we will 
continue to utilise this resource for our 
field operations, and as our office-
based roles transition back to the office 
over the coming months. 

Safety statistics

HSEQ performance 

While our safety performance across 
the company remains strong, we are 
still experiencing some high potential 
and lost time injuries requiring medical 
treatment. It is important we all remain 
focussed on our critical controls 
and reporting hazards. If you think 
it is unsafe, stop work and call your 
manager immediately.

COVID-19

Staying safe  
in our warehouses 

Service Stream’s warehouses have 
continued to play a crucial role to 
ensure that essential field-based 
operations can continue to operate 
during this period.

As part of our business continuity 
planning we moved quickly on the risks 
associated with the potential impact 
of the COVID-19 virus on warehouse 
operations, putting in place:

 � Heightened physical distancing 
protocols supporting the safe 
delivery and pick-up of materials 
from our warehouses;

 � Modified opening hours to facilitate 
morning and afternoon shift 
arrangements;

 � Deep cleaning between shifts; and

 � Strictly limited access to the supply 
warehouses to warehouse staff only. 

Thanks to all our Warehouse staff 
across Australia for the role they play 
in keeping our workforce and the 
community safe.

Health, Safety, Environment 
and Quality (HSEQ)
Update

May 2020

Safety results
May 2018

May 2020 

1.96
1.77

3.09

1.05

2.02

2.63

1.68
1.85

0.34

2.98

2.10
2.44

1.95

0.59 0.42

Total Recordable 
Injury Frequency 
Rate

Lost Time Injury 
Frequency Rate

Medical 
Treatment Injury 
Frequency Rate

Lost Time Injury 
Severity Rate 

High Potential 
Incident 
Frequency Rate

TRIFR LTIFR MTIFR LTISR HPIFR

May 2019
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Comdain Infrastructure 

A fresh take on mental health

The Comdain Team held an early 
morning session to discuss men’s 
mental health and how a proactive 
approach can assist in dealing with 

issues before they develop into 
something bigger. 

The initiative further supported Mental 
Health First Aid training sessions held 

across the Service Stream Group 
recently. 

For more information visit:  
www.beyondblue.com.au

Our warehouse staff nationwide hold a critical role in supporting our field operations  
and workforce (David Vella and Tony Kinniburgh pictured)



Remain aware of 
the risks and always 
follow our procedures

Safety Campaign

Road Safe | Home Safe 

A big thank you for everyone’s 
participation in our Road Safe | Home 
Safe Campaign held throughout 
December and January. 

While the campaign ran across a busy 
period of the year, road safety is such 
an important message and it was 
pleasing to see our people across the 
Service Stream Group setting aside 
time in regular toolbox sessions and 
team meetings to discuss road safety, 
putting the Road Safe | Home Safe air-
freshener in their vehicle, and sharing 
stories about road safety on Yammer. 

It’s so important that we continue 
to have road safety front of mind 

in everything we do — we owe it to 
each other, our family and friends, our 
customers and the community. 

Road Safety is everyone’s responsibility.

Comdain Infrastructure

HSEQ Audit 

During April 2020, a surveillance audit 
of Comdain’s HSEQ management 
system was conducted remotely as a 
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. This 
was completed via online meetings, 
one on one phone calls and document 
sharing of the management system. 

Based on the objective evidence, the 
areas assessed during the course of 
the audit were found to be effective 
and Comdain’s management system 
continues to meet the criteria of: 

 � Quality ISO 9001:2015, 

 � Environmental ISO 14001:2015, and

 � Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System OHSAS 
18001:2007 and AS/NZS 4801:2001.

Key strengths were seen to be: 

 � The HSEQ Integration Plan between 
Comdain and Service Stream 

 � Comprehensive Board reports 

 � The detail in the site environmental 
inductions 

 � Senior leadership involvement in 
incident investigations 

 � Level of support offered to HSEQ 
advisors and managers from Service 
Stream. 

Importantly, no non-conformances 
were raised during the assessment, 
with the audit also identifying 
opportunities for improvement.

Getting to know

Michael Lee  
National HSEQ Manager Telecommunications

What do you like best about  
working at Service Stream? 

One thing that stands out about Service 
Stream would have to be the diversity 
and inclusiveness of its workforce. People 
generally take a genuine interest to know 
you and value your contribution.

What do you encourage everyone to do 
to help maintain good safety at work?

Safety is a journey that together as an 
organisation we can make a difference. 
One of the values that I learnt in my 

early days of being an HSE professional 
is not only to have the courage to 
intervene if we see an unsafe situation 
but also to respect others and accept 
the intervention graciously when you are 
given the feedback.

What are your main hobbies and 
interests outside of work?

I love nature. In my spare time, I go cycling 
around parks sometimes with my three 
beautiful children. I also volunteer my 
time serving as a parent representative 

at my kids’ school, helping with the kids’ 
ministry at my local church and leading a 
men’s bible study class.

What movie or TV character would your 
friends say you are most like?

Hmmm... My kids would say Mr Bean  
as I love his wit! 

If you were stranded on a desert island 
what would you take?

A bible, supply of water and an iPhone  
to call for help if there is a connection.

 

Safety Campaign 

Our Prevention of Falls Safety 
Campaign was successful in increasing 
awareness and the need for ongoing 
safety vigilance right across the Service 
Stream Group. Thanks to everyone for 
participating. 

The campaign ran throughout March 
and April 2020 and Toolbox sessions 
were held across the business to 
highlight three risk areas:

 � Working at Height 

 � In and around Excavations  
and Ground Holes

 � Trips and Slips

So much of the daily work we 
undertake across our business 
increases our exposure, and the 
exposure of others to falls.

All falls have the potential to cause 
serious injury, and in the most tragic 
cases can be fatal.

The campaign was about reinforcing 
the procedures and controls we already 
have in place. 

The decisions we make in the office 
or the field, can not only impact us 
individually, but impact our colleagues, 
our customers and the community. 

It’s so important to remain aware of the 
risks and always follow our procedures.

Employee Health

Influenza (flu) 
vaccination program 

With high demand for flu vaccinations 
in the wider community and the 
majority of our office-based staff under 
remote-working arrangements, Service 
Stream engaged an external provider 
to deliver this year’s flu vaccination 
program.

Through the company-funded 
program, we had over 560 employees 
take up the flu vaccination offer at one 
of the 338 participating pharmacies 
nationwide.

COVID-19 

Our office based staff 
working remotely

The majority of our office-based staff 
have been working remotely since 
March due to COVID-19. 

The Remote Working Tips and Guides 
put together by the HR, HSEQ and 
Communications teams, as well as 
IT Connectivity guides produced by 
the GBIS team are assisting greatly 
the transition of both managers 
and employees remote working 
arrangements as part of our Business 
Continuity Plan.

Claire Batchelor shared an important 
message on drink driving

Chris Martin detailed the benefits of taking 
your time on the roads

CONNECT ISSUE 12  June 20206
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‘Purr-fect’ transition to working remotely 
with cat and mouse 
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Fixed  
Communications
Network Operations and  
Maintenance Specialists

Network  
Construction
Network Design and  
Construction Specialists

Delivering on-demand design, 
construction, upgrade, activations and 
maintenance services across Australia’s 
fibre-optic, broadband, HFC and 
copper communication infrastructure.

 

Delivering large programs of 
construction work across both wireless 
and fixed-line telecommunications 
networks, specialising in engineering, 
design and construction.

Radhaz
Network Safety,  
Compliance Audits  
and Measurements

Providing measurement, compliance 
and consulting associated with 
Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) and Radio 
Frequency (RF) transmissions in mobile 
and wireless network infrastructure. 

Wireless Team Telstra Deployment 

Connecting remote 
communities

In the face of COVID-19 restricting 
some work activities, we have 
continued to roll out new wireless 
sites right across the country. In fact, 
we are building one right now that 
is about as far north as you can get 
in Injinoo, located in northern Cape 
York, Queensland. Injinoo is home to 
a number of Indigenous communities 
with a population of 560. 

This is a complicated build with access 
only by sea and we are barging in 
all construction equipment. While 
we have remained isolated from the 
local communities due to COVID-19, 
we have enjoyed life in the warm 
tropical sun. Delivering this project is 
an example of the excellent project 
management skills of our Queensland 
Network Construction Team.

Providing peak deployment solutions 

Extreme conditions drives high demand

Service Stream’s nbn NMRA 
Maintenance and Restoration contract 
team played an important role in 
connecting generators to nbn cabinets 
during floods and fires earlier this year. 
In January, we saw the highest demand 
in service required over a 48 hour 
period in NSW and VIC due to severe 
weather conditions, which the team 
was able to accommodate. Service 
Stream dispatched more than 110 
generators, all of which were connected 
within around six hours from receipt. 

We freighted generators in from other 
regions, while maintaining and fuelling 
all generators over the outage period.

We held a toolbox session in the 
Central Coast, NSW the morning after 
deployment occurred. We worked 
together on schedules to maintain 
every site, ensuring not one site went 
down from lack of fuel.

All this went on while numerous AC 
mains failures occurred at the same 
time on other sites.

The team was pleased to receive a 
special mention from nbn about the 
service we provided post the peak 
deployment.

Fixed Communications  
Update

The last quarter of the 2020 financial 
year has certainly been different on 
one hand, and much the same for the 
Fixed Communications Team on the 
other. During March, all our office-
based staff transitioned to remote 
working arrangements. With a single 
day’s preparation the team were able 
to assist over 220 team members 
setting up to work remotely while 
continuing to seamlessly deliver to our 
customers. I especially wish to thank 
Julian Hansen, Nicole O’Shanassy and 
the Workforce Management Team of 
90+ who play a crucial role in daily 
communication and scheduling of 
work for our field workforce. The team 
moved to the working remotely model 

efficiently, continuing to support our 
field resources without any impact to 
service delivery. A fantastic effort by all 
our staff.

I must also point out the great work 
done by all our field partners, field 
supervisors and internal technicians 
who have continued to deliver to our 
customers, nbn, Telstra and AAPT, the 
same high-quality service. 

Within the industry, we continue to play 
our part in minimising the impact of 
COVID-19, ensuring the community has 
access to broadband in a time where 
the use of residential broadband has 
never been greater. With the assistance 
of our teams in HSEQ, Business 

Services and each operational area we 
have been able to ensure all our field 
based staff have the necessary PPE 
and can continue to deliver safely in the 
communities we work. 

I hope everyone within the Fixed 
Communications Team, their families 
and our customers stay safe and 
that by the next update our lives 
have returned as much as possible to 
normality.

Kevin Smith  
Executive General 
Manager, Fixed 
Communications

Getting to know

Dhana Chandrasekaran 
National Quality Manager | Network Construction

What do you like best about  
working at Service Stream? 

There’s opportunities for professional 
growth and to gain knowledge which I’ve 
experienced first-hand. There’s flexibility 
in my working hours, support from 
management with trust and permission to 
produce high-quality work. I work hard to 
maintain that level of trust. My ideas are 
listened to and my team works together 
to make it happen.

What would you encourage your team 
to do to maintain quality in their work? 

Set clear and concise goals, give freedom 
and encourage ideas, providing guidance 
whenever required. It’s important to 
create a collaborative and friendly work 
environment, while also following up on 
needs and targets.

What are your main hobbies and 
interests outside of work?

Whenever I get the chance to remove 
my ‘mask’ as a Quality Manager, father, 
husband, son etc. I like reading Tamil 

poems and write poetry under the name 
Mounasiraghu — meaning ‘silent wings’ 
(inner thoughts that no one can see). I like 
to write the way I see the world. 

Favourite book?

Moondram Ulgapoar (Third World War) 
— it’s a famous Tamil novel which talks 
about the war against mother nature.

If you were stranded on a desert island 
what three things would you take?

My family photo album, a mirror and 
probably a knife.

Supporting nbn connections in severe 
weather conditions

Telecommunications
Update
Telecommunications
Update
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Vital telecommunications tower constructed in remote Queensland



Service Stream’s Wireless Deployment 

Delivering for NSW Telco Authority

The NSW Telco Authority are 
progressing with their Critical 
Communications Enhancement Project 
across NSW as they strive to achieve 
an integrated network portfolio, and an 
improved government radio network 
for their stakeholders. 

The Network Construction Team 
are a key player in meeting these 
objectives. We have been awarded 
half of Cluster 1 and are currently well 
progressed in these build activities. We 
are currently targeting a completion for 
these sites by September, which is in 

line with our client’s expectations.  
The client’s feedback on the team 
has been excellent. We have built 
strong relationships with the NSW 
Telco Authority project team and 
we will continue to explore further 
opportunities to work with them. 

Getting to know

Luke Ballantine  
Field Service Manager, nbn CNI | Fixed Communications

What interests you in your current  
field of work? 

The challenges of managing a 
maintenance program with a large 
contractor base throughout WA.  
Delivering a consistent product and 
meeting our ‘on the day’ performance 
often presents hurdles that require out 
of the box solutions. It’s been fascinating 
learning about the nbn network.  

What does a typical work day look like?  

Typically, it starts with reviewing our 
performance from previous days, 
identifying any jobs in jeopardy then 
working with our internal and external 

stakeholders to overcome any obstacles 
to ensure all tickets are closed by their 
due dates. The team focuses heavily on 
continuous improvement, we always 
monitor our performance to deliver 
exceptional service to our clients. 

What do you like best about working at 
Service Stream? 

My team —  each member has skills and 
attributes that complement each other — 
a great bunch who make work enjoyable 
and rewarding. Sam, Chris, Steve, Nicole, 
Fel and Brooke thank you. #bestteamever

If you could have any superpower what 
would it be and why?

Teleportation, being able to jump from 
one place to another. Watching the sun 
rise over the ocean in the Maldives for 
breakfast, lunch at a café on the Champs 
Elysées then watching the landscape 
change as the sun sets over the Grand 
Canyon. That would be hard to beat. 

What food do you enjoy and why? 

Perth is blessed with great weather and 
outdoor entertaining is a great way to 
spend time with friends and family. We 
had a pizza oven built in the backyard, 
I’m a huge fan of pizza. We’ve had some 
great times and good memories around 
the pizza oven and fire pit.

Fixed Communications 

Virtual toolbox and new ways to collaborate 

Fixed Communications introduced 
virtual toolbox sessions via the Zoom 
platform in September 2019, and 
steadily introduced the technology 
across its teams, well in advance of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

It’s become a great way for our teams 
to stay connected, saving managers, 
employees and subcontractors many 
kilometres and hours of driving. It’s also 
providing greater convenience for our 
clients in being able to attend these 
sessions. 

The sessions are in addition to our 
regular face to face communication 
with our field operations onsite.

We also recently implemented phase 
two of the Ticket Of Work system 
(OFSC or ETA) collaboration tool. It’s 
a new chat function within the system 
allowing us communicate instantly 
across our large workforce and to 
effectively manage our work orders 
by reducing phone calls and Average 
Handling Time in our Workforce 
Management Centre. 

Network Construction  
Update

It remains a time of uncertainty, 
however it is also a moment in time 
when the work we’re doing is most 
critical.

We have refined our processes and 
continue to provide a vital service to 
our clients and their customers. I am 
deeply grateful for the work that the 
team is doing by continuing to safely 
deliver in the field, as well as our staff 
who are currently working remotely to 
support the business. 

Network Construction has 
implemented a series of COVID-19 
health and safety measures for 
employees and contractors at our 
sites — everything from increasing the 
frequency and intensity of cleaning to 
adjusting our practices in warehousing 
to ensure the recommended social 
distancing guidelines. We are meeting 
every day, working to identify 
additional ways to improve on these 

measures. Throughout the period we 
have continued to focus on delivering 
Q4 key metrics including Black Spot 
sites, Sydney Trains, In-Building 
Coverage (IBC) and BAU work for our 
customers.

Further to this, the team has achieved 
exceptional safety results in both lead 
and lag Key Performance Indicators, 
with Network Construction’s current 12 
month rolling frequency rates for LTIFR, 
MTIFR, and TRIFR at zero. This result 
is due to the enduring commitment of 
all Network Construction employees 
to workplace safety. To embed safety, 
risk management and sustainability 
processes into Network Construction’s 
daily operations we work closely with 
the HSE Team to ensure best practices 
at site and on the road.

In Network Construction, our centre 
of gravity is shifting. Progressively, an 
increasing amount of revenue is being 

earned outside of our traditional service 
offerings. The last 12 months has seen 
an increase in competitiveness in the 
market, but we continue to differentiate 
ourselves to clients through service 
delivery and exceeding their KPIs. 
This focus on differentiated services 
is making good progress, such as our 
IBC offering, and is an opportunity for 
increasing market depth. 

Our focus for the next 12 months is 
on growing market share through 
exceptional service to our clients and 
developing additional services to meet 
their ever-changing needs.

MIMA and DCMA

Completion of Network Construction nbn contracts

April marked the completion of Service 
Stream’s Network Construction wide 
scale nbn deployment activities in 
Victoria, culminating in the delivery of 
Montrose (3MTR-20). MIMA and DCMA 
have grown to embody a culture of 
teamwork, innovation and knowledge 
sharing spanning 270,000 end users. 

With our origins in semi-rural Gippsland 
to the eastern urban fringe and deep 
into the Hoddle grid, the challenges 
were as diverse as our collective teams. 

The COVID-19 crisis further reinforces 
telecommunications as a key pillar 
of modern society — from remote 
learning, Telehealth services to working 

remotely from home. From all accounts, 
and despite the sudden surge in 
demand — the nbn is amply serving the 
needs of the Australian public to remain 
connected in arguably their greatest 
time of need. Ultimately, it is a legacy of 
which we can be proud.

John Ash  
Executive General 
Manager, Network 
Construction

Building an improved government radio network 

Service Stream’s Network Construction Team completed nbn’s  MIMA and DCMA programs of work in Victoria, spanning 270,000 end users. 
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Energy and Water
Utility Network Specialists

Providing design, installation, 
maintenance and customer 
management services to Australia’s 
electricity, gas, water and renewable 
energy industries.

Providing specialist technical advice, 
independent electrical inspections, 
auditing, verification and testing 
services across the electrical industry, 
that help ensure compliance, improve 
quality and reduce risk.

TechSafe
Leading Independent  
Electrical Inspector

Providing engineering, design, 
construction, operations, maintenance 
and asset management services to 
Australia’s gas and water utility sectors. 

Comdain
Engineering and  
Asset Management Services

TechSafe 

Inspections and compliance on behalf of Solar Victoria 

TechSafe was recently awarded 
the contract as the sole provider of 
inspection and compliance services on 
behalf of Solar Victoria. Solar Victoria is 
the entity responsible for the delivery of 
the Victorian Government’s $1.3 billion 
program to enable the installation of 
solar panels, solar hot water systems 
and batteries on 770,000 Victorian 
homes over a 10-year period. 

TechSafe will be responsible for 
inspecting these installations, with this 
initial contract in place for three years, 
with options for an additional two-
year term. Congratulations to Ashley 
Haynes, Nick Foley and their teams in 
securing this work through delivery of 
trial programs for Solar Victoria over 
the past year. 

Comdain Infrastructure 
Update

Since the last edition, I have taken up 
a new role within the business, which 
is an extremely exciting opportunity. I 
have enjoyed a smooth transition into a 
terrific team of people here at Comdain 
and would like to thank everyone for 
their cooperation and support. 

With the unprecedented bushfires 
and ongoing impact of COVID-19, the 
start of 2020 has certainly been an 
unsettling time for us all. But I must say, 
I have been impressed with the team’s 
resilience, focus and determination 
to continue the safe delivery of our 
operations across the country. 

Despite the challenges faced, there is 
much growth and opportunity in our 
industry and the Management Team 
have been working behind the scenes 
on strategic planning and development 
to set a strong foundation for the next 
12 months and beyond. The potential 
to expand in our current geographies 

and introduce our services to existing 
Service Stream Utilities customers in 
South Australia and Western Australia, 
is an exciting prospect.

Our team in New South Wales are 
currently working through the 
mobilisation phase of the D4C contract 
with Sydney Water to deliver the 
maintenance, facilities management 
and minor construction works in the 
southern region of Sydney, which goes 
live in July. 

Our Renewals Team in Victoria are busy 
with the arrival of our highly anticipated 
spiral lining equipment. Initial training 
and commissioning are underway 
before deployment to our South East 
Water reliability renewals contract.

We are also preparing to launch into the 
second phase of deployment for the IFS 
platform, which is an ERP solution that 
will provide support for Comdain across 
the end to end delivery of our projects. 

I would like to thank all involved — a 
tremendous effort to date.

As we move past the one-year 
milestone of being part of the Service 
Stream Group, we took the opportunity 
to mark the occasion by embracing the 
Company values, being: 

Safety, Delivery, People  
and Accountability.

These Values have been introduced 
across Comdain so that as a company, 
we continue forward with a shared 
focus.

Paul McCann  
Executive General 
Manager, Comdain 
Infrastructure

Company Values

The heart of who we are

Now over a year being part of the 
Service Stream Group, the Comdain 
team has taken the opportunity to mark 
the occasion by embracing the broader 
Company Values: 

 � Safety 

 � Delivery 

 � People  

 � Accountability

Seemingly simple yet markedly 
powerful, these Values were the result 
of a series of workshops and sessions 
run in 2019 across the Service Steam 
business with contributions and input 
from all levels. 

Adopting these Values is a vital step in 
shaping our future within the broader 
business and we plan to discuss and 
provide opportunities to reflect on 
the meaning behind each Value and 
explore how we can use them to 
support each other every day. 

TechSafe secures a Government contract with Solar Victoria to provide inspection  
and compliance services Service Stream’s Values have been introduced to Comdain Infrastructure

Utilities 
Update
Utilities 
Update
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Energy and Water 
Update 

Since our last update, the Energy and 
Water Team have continued to focus 
on service delivery, while navigating 
COVID-19. 

As an essential network service 
provider, it is critical to ensure that we 
can continue to support our clients 
during these challenging times. As 
such, we have released updated field 
protocols, including the adoption of 
additional social distancing measures. 

I am very pleased to report that during 
this time we have observed a very 
high level of conformance with the 
additional safeguards that have been 
implemented. I would like to thank 
all staff across the Energy and Water 
Team and our subcontractors for 
their commitment during this period. 
The majority of our management 
and office-based personnel continue 
to effectively operate under remote 
working arrangements. I would also like 
to thank our clients for their continued 
support during this period.

In other news, our Metering Team 
recently extended existing contracts 
with Western Water, South East Water 
and City West Water (Victoria), as 
well as securing a new contract with 
Redland City Council (Queensland).  

We are also very excited to announce 
that our new Meter Reading Solution 
‘LINK’ is here. We engaged Oracle 
to develop the solution using Oracle 
Field Service Cloud and other Oracle 
products and services. In partnership 
with Oracle, we have developed a 
market leading IT solution tailored 
specifically for meter reading and 
associated activities. The new solution 
provides our meter readers with a 
smart lightweight hand held device 
and our new LINK app. The new app 
features client (B2B) integration, 
automation and optimisation of key 
scheduling activities, real time visibility 
of routes, detailed analytics and 
insights for performance management 
and client reporting. LINK went live 

in April across our national gas meter 
reading operations with APA Group. 

This is a very important milestone for 
Service Stream and demonstrates 
our commitment to continuous 
improvement and innovation, and I 
look forward to the continued roll out 
of LINK to our other clients across the 
utilities sector. 

I would like to personally thank 
everyone involved in the development 
phase, with special thanks to the 
working group, including key personnel 
from Oracle and Service Stream staff — 
Gaurav Majumdar, Michael Lewis, Zane 
Webb, Sithikar Por, William Do and Tej 
Sridhara. Well done everyone!

Shannon Laffey  
Executive General 
Manager (Acting) 
Energy and Water

Getting to know

Miriam Sampson 
General Manager HSEQ Utilities

What do you like best about  
working at Service Stream? 

It’s actually hard to choose one thing, but 
I keep coming back to the people. There 
is a clear purpose and willingness to 
face new challenges head on, and ‘back’ 
each other. I personally have always 
been presented with opportunity and 
challenges for growth in my time here.

What do you encourage everyone to do 
to help maintain good safety at work? 

Think of your colleagues as a family 
member or friend; you wouldn’t want 
them to be hurt as a result of something 
you did or didn’t do. Be accountable for 
what you say and how you act. 

What are your main hobbies and 
interests outside of work? 

I ride horses — where a horse dances 
around a big sandpit like a 650 kilogram 
ballerina. I love the outdoors, travelling, 

music, a good book, good wine, good 
food, good family and friends. 

What movie or TV character would your 
friends say you are most like? 

I actually have no idea, I might have to 
phone a friend on this one…. hopefully 
someone interesting

If you were stranded on a desert island 
what would you take? 

A piano. No one would hear my mistakes!

Comdain Infrastructure

Upgrade assists with increased water supply for popular regional holiday spot

Barwon Water is Victoria’s largest 
regional urban water corporation, 
providing potable and recycled water, 
and water treatment services along 
Victoria’s south-west coast. The coastal 
region is home to approximately 
300,000 permanent residents but can 
fluctuate to approximately 500,000 
over the summer holiday period.

At times of high demand, and where 
there is a low supply of water, the 
region relies on receiving water from 
Melbourne via the Melbourne to 
Geelong Interconnector Pipeline. 

Comdain recently completed 

construction of Barwon Water’s Lovely 
Banks to Montpellier transfer main and 
pump station. This provides Geelong 
with this much needed critical asset, 
increasing the capacity of Geelong’s 
supply, holding approximately 16 
gigalitres over a year. The construction 
of this asset increases Barwon Water’s 
holding capacity and mitigates the 
need to purchase water from the 
Melbourne to Geelong pipeline, 
benefiting both Barwon Water and 
their customers.

The construction of the new pump 
station at Lovely Banks and additional 

pipeline at the Montpellier Basin also 
increases Barwon Water’s ability to 
maximise transfer and holding capacity 
at times of low water (i.e. drought 
events) and when there is high demand.  
The three 75 kilowatt pumps provide 
the drive to draw from the Lovely Banks 
Basin and feed into the Montpellier 
Basin approximately 10 kilometres away 
providing much needed potable water 
supply to Greater Geelong.  

Comdain managed all civil, 
structural, electrical, mechanical and 
instrumentation components of the 
project.  

Pump station construction increases water holding capacity for Greater Geelong, Victoria 
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TechSafe 

WA Department of Communities Inspection Program

TechSafe’s WA Operations are now 
nearing completion of phase four of the 
Electrical Safety Inspection program for 
WA’s Department of Communities. 

The program was developed following 
a trial in 2016 which focussed on the 
safety of electrical installations at the 
Department’s residential properties. 

It has continued to evolve having 
now completed over 40,000 site 
inspections which include residential, 
community housing, commercial and 

remote community sites. The program 
has been of immense value to the WA 
community with over 90,000 items 
identified for remediation, significantly 
improving the safety for tenants and 
reducing the risk of injury to people and 
damage to property. 

The program has been one of the great 
success stories for TechSafe who look 
forward to working with the State 
Government on similar projects into the 
future.

Comdain Infrastructure 

Proactive measures firm up gas supply

The wet weather and well-above 
average rainfall in Melbourne over the 
past few months has kept Comdain 
crews extremely busy working on 
the Multinet Gas network. They 
are currently attending to nearly 
four times the amount of sites they 
would normally expect to, due to the 
considerable increased ground water.

Working 24/7 shifts to respond to 
emergency issues and manage any 
incidents reported, they are also 
collaborating with Multinet Gas to 
protect the gas network. Our crews are 

performing syphon clearing across the 
gas network daily to proactively clear 
water from the low pressure gas mains.

Water in the gas network can restrict 
the flow of gas which can affect 
continuity of gas supply.  Over the 
past eight weeks, the teams have 
attended to and inspected over 2000 
locations across the gas network. With 
winter here, their efforts to keep us 
all connected to natural gas is more 
important than ever.

Keep up the great work! Comdain gas crews work 24/7 to ensure 
the gas keeps flowing

APA Group and Service Stream 

Strength in collaborative partnerships

Comdain Infrastructure 

Partnering for success 
with Sydney Water 

The Comdain Team in New South Wales 
are working through the mobilisation 
phase of the new D4C contract with 
Sydney Water. The ten-year contract 
will deliver design, construction, 
maintenance and facilities management 
services to the southern region of 
Sydney. 

When fully mobilised the team will 
consist of over 300 office and field 
workers self-performing over 70 per 
cent of the scope. The program is being 
delivered under the NEC 4 suite of 
contracts — a first for the Australian 
water industry, promoting collaboration 
and a team approach to solving 
problems.

TechSafe 
Update

When I last provided an update on 
TechSafe no one could have predicted 
the challenges we were all about to 
face with COVID-19. 

We all learn a lot about ourselves in 
moments of difficulty and the past 
few months have again demonstrated 
that we are a group that rises to a 
challenge rather than letting it diminish 
from our objective. Full credit must go 
to our field and office teams in how 
everyone has quickly adapted to this 
new way of operating and being able to 
demonstrate very little disruption to the 
high standard of service that our clients 
have come to expect. 

Since my last update TechSafe has 
won two very significant electrical 
inspection contracts. First, was the 
retention of electrical inspection 

services for the entire state of 
Tasmania. This was a contract that 
TechSafe has performed for the past 
seven years, which we have now 
successfully re-secured via a very 
competitive open tender process. It 
was great validation for the hard work 
that our team continue to provide 
throughout Tasmania and we look 
forward to building on this partnership 
over the coming years. 

The second contract was for inspection 
and audit services on the Victorian 
State Government Solar Homes 
program. This program aims to assist 
770,000 homes install solar PV, solar 
hot water and battery storage systems 
over the next 10 years and TechSafe 
will be responsible for monitoring 
the compliance and safety of these 

systems. 

Importantly, both clients noted that 
our previous contract performance 
delivered from existing staff had 
weighed heavily in their decision to 
award the contracts to TechSafe. 

Retaining significant contracts such as 
these are a credit to the local teams, 
and I very much enjoyed celebrating 
the occasion with our TAS employees 
and their partners earlier in the year.

Ashley Haynes  
Executive General 
Manager, TechSafe

Ready for action — design, construction, maintenance and facilities management  
services for Sydney’s southern region.

APA Group and Service Stream’s meter reading partnership are pleased to be shortlisted for CIPS Australasia Supply Management Award  
in two categories, namely Collaborative Teamwork and Supplier Relationship Management.
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Matera Foundation 

Graduates shine in WA

Earlier this year Brad Lewin, Energy 
and Water Contract Manager had the 
privilege of attending the graduation 
of the latest class from the Matera 
Foundation. The Matera Foundation run 
an eight week job preparation course 
for Indigenous jobseekers. 

Service Stream are partnering with 
the Matera Foundation to provide 
employment to graduates on 
our WA meter reading contracts. 
Congratulations to all the graduates. 

For more information visit: 
www.materafoundation.org.au

Redland City Council’s metering contract 
is the second deployment of our new 
device and LINK app

Energy and Water 

Redland City Council water metering services

Energy and Water recently secured a 
new contract to provide water meter 
reading and special reading services 
to Redland City Council, located in the 
southeast of the Brisbane metropolitan 
area, in South East Queensland. This 
contract requires the completion of 
over 60,000 meter reads each quarter.  
In-field activities commenced in mid-
April with six new meter readers joining 
the Service Stream team.

Congratulations to Lisa Cutts, Contract 
Manager and her team based out of 
our Lutwyche office for their hard work 
mobilising this contract. 

This contract is also the second meter 
reading contract to be utilising our new 
meter reading IT solution ‘LINK’ which 
is providing the in-field and back office 
teams access to the latest in meter 
reading technology.

Lisa deserves a special mention for her 
commitment to mobilising all aspects of 
the operations which were delivered at 
a high standard — well done!

Comdain Infrastructure 

Kaduna Park  
Gas Transmission 

Comdain gas crews have been 
busily working to protect a large gas 
transmission line as the construction 
of roads and services around a new 
development for retirees in Melbourne’s 
south–eastern suburbs gets underway. 

The existing DN 450 T1 Morwell-
Dandenong Pipeline is being relocated 
to avoid three new planned road 
crossings. 

Metering Services

Contract extensions with Western Water and City West Water

Service Stream is very pleased to have 
extended our contract with Western 
Water for a further two years. On 
behalf of Western Water, we undertake 
over 235,000 meter reads per annum 
across the outer-metropolitan region 
of Western Victoria, spanning from 
Melton through Mt Macedon and up to 
Lancefield. With the contract extension, 
we have also taken on additional 
services, including 1,000 meter 
replacements per annum.

Service Stream is also pleased to 

have extended our agreement with 
City West Water for meter reading 
services for a further two years. This 
is testament of our continued service 
delivery and the very positive working 
relationship that we share with City 
West Water. We are confident this will 
continue well into the future. 

We would also like to thank Michael 
Lewis, Contract Manager who has 
led the City West Water and Western 
Water meter reading operations for the 
past three years. Michael has recently 

transitioned to a new role as Head 
of Operations for TechSafe. We wish 
him all the best with the promotion. 
Congratulations Michael!

Service Stream meter reader using our 
new LINK app for Western Water, VIC

Comdain and TechSafe

Sharing insights across the Service Stream Group

Comdain’s collaborative program with 
Central Highlands Water provides 
mechanical and electrical maintenance 
services for their entire water and sewer 
network. Based in Central Victoria, 
the large scope of work undertaken 
ranges from reactive and scheduled 
maintenance to minor capital works, 
instrumentation, RTU and SCADA 
services as well as 24/7 response.

A recent toolbox was the perfect 
opportunity to showcase the services 
on offer across the broader Service 
Stream Group as Comdain invited 
TechSafe along to present. 

A very worthwhile experience as 
TechSafe were able to conduct audits 
on several electrical installations for 
Central Highlands Water and then 
share some interesting insights with the 
group, providing advice on inspection 
processes.

Spotlight on 
Thomas Eckert 
Operations Manager SA | Energy and Water

What is your role at 
Service Stream? 

Operations Manager, South Australia. 
I oversee the metering services for SA 
Power Networks, SA Water and metering/
gas fitting for APA nationally.

What expertise/background  
do you bring to the role?

I’m highly experienced in field service 

operations for large utility organisations. 
I’ve been with Service Stream Energy and 
Water for two years. Previously, I was the 
State Operations Manager for Active Tree 
Services in South Australia. 

What do you enjoy about working  
at Service Stream?

The flexibility to explore alternative 
operating processes. Every day is 

different and we have a supportive senior 
management group.

Favourite Film/Book?

Remember the Titans

If you could invite three famous guests 
to a dinner party, who would you invite?

Adam Goodes, Jennifer Aniston and Ben 
Stiller
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Comdain Infrastructure

Securing water supply in Melbourne’s South East 

Almost 12 months into the Reliability 
Program contract with South East 
Water, Comdain is busy delivering both 
water and sewer renewals services in 
Melbourne’s South East with over 1.83 
million residents and close to 60,000 
businesses.

Using an algorithmic approach to 
our design, we can provide the most 
cost effective and best way to deliver 
the renewals program. This relates to 
important drivers such as customer 
impact, cost, environment and safety.  

Within the water renewals space, we 
offer a variety of solutions, including 
pipe burst, slip lining, open cut and 
relay, directional drill and AC extraction 
methods. Within the sewer space we 
offer CIPP lining and a new Comdain 
product of spiral wound liners, which 
will be available from mid-2020.  

Since commencing the contract, 
Comdain have completed many 
renewal projects as well as complex 
high risk works for South East Water. 
These include 1.4 kilometre renewal of 
the busy Bay Street, Port Melbourne, 
850 metre renewal of Kooyong Road, 

Armadale (pictured) and we are 
currently completing the first project of 
AC extraction works in Olinda Avenue, 
Springvale.  

This new model of offering various 
technologies allows Comdain to be a 

front runner with regards to innovation 
and technology in a partnered 
approach with South East Water.  
The collaborative arrangement also 
allows for more efficient and cost 
effective delivery.

Energy and Water 

Paving the way for Advanced Metering

Last year, Service Stream were 
successful in extending our contract 
with Western Power for a further 
five years. The contract includes 
the provision of meter reading and 
meter replacement services across 
metropolitan and regional areas of 
Western Australia. 

Western Power are introducing an 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
(AMI) across its electricity network. 
AMI meters have advanced technology 
that will help stimulate the next leap 
forward in electricity innovation for 
Western Power. When combined with 
other network-connected technologies 
such as solar, batteries and home 
automation devices, they can deliver 
future benefits including the ability to 
integrate more renewable energy and 

improve safety for customers. AMI 
meters also increase billing accuracy 
by removing the need for account 
estimates at properties where an 
advanced meter is installed. 

Under our contract with Western 
Power, Service Stream will exchange 
approximately 238,000 existing 
electricity meters over to the new 
AMI meters during the term of the 
contract. Our team of qualified 
electricians and support staff based out 
of our Welshpool office have already 
exchanged over 38,000 meters on the 
program to date, with a gradual ramp 
up in volumes planned over the coming 
months and years ahead. 

More to come! Increased number of  
upgrades planned for the future

Complex water renewals works in Melbourne’s inner suburbs
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GBIS
Information Technology  
and Information Security

GBIS develops, manages, implements 
and maintains our internal systems and 
client facing B2B systems.

Group Business Information Services  
Update

As we approach mid-year and look 
back, we have experienced challenging 
times firstly with bushfires and now 
with COVID-19, but as an organisation 
we have remained resilient through this 
period and continued to deliver the 
essential network services we provide 
to our customers. 

We have seen the majority of our office 
based staff move to working remotely 
and pleasingly, we have all been able to 
continue to operate effectively. 

Initially we experienced a significant 
increase in calls to our IT Service Desk 
and I would like to thank everyone for 
their patience and the Service Desk 
Team for their hard work alongside 
other GBIS Team members who helped 
out during this peak period. 

While we continue to work remotely, I 
would ask everyone to be extra vigilant 

through this period for malicious 
phishing emails and report them using 
the phishing button in your email 
system. I would also like to thank 
everyone for completing their annual IT 
security training.

While all this has been happening, 
GBIS has still been able to continue 
supporting operational areas to deliver 
for our clients and to keep our people 
connected. 

With Energy and Water, we have 
recently launched the new LINK Meter 
Reading Solution which is now in 
operational with two Utilities clients. 
This has been a significant step change 
in the way we service our metering 
contracts.  

Work is also well progressed in 
upgrading our network, to provide 
increased bandwidth across all our 

locations and upgrade the Wi-Fi 
network which is now operational in our 
Collins Street and Epping offices, with 
more to follow in the coming weeks.

The good news is we are continuing to 
drive forward, supporting the business 
during this challenging period.

I wish everyone good health and please 
continue to remain safe by following the 
COVID-19 protocols for the well-being 
of our business, our customers and the 
community.

Douglas Young 
Chief Information 
Officer, GBIS

Partnering with PonyUp for Good

Recycling to benefit  
the broader community 

Service Stream is in its second year of 
partnering with PonyUp for Good and 
their charity partner SecondBite. 

We have achieved another fantastic 
result by donating our decommissioned 
computer equipment. 

Thank you to the Service Stream team 
for their contributions.

661 kilograms  
of technology kept 
out of landfill

3789 
fresh meals donated 
to SecondBite 

88 per cent   
of technology 
reused 

Strengthened IT

Network coverage in our offices

Service Stream has begun a project 
to completely refresh and standardise 
the network across all office sites and 
data centres, delivering significant 
performance improvements, greater 
resilience against outages and 
increased security and is scheduled to 
be completed in late 2020.

A single Wi-Fi platform has already 
been designed and deployed to our 
Victorian offices with all remaining sites 
scheduled to be completed by the end 
of June. Site capacity upgrades are 
also well under way with 40 per cent of 
these at the ready for testing stage. The 
first proof of concept site began testing 
at the start of June.

Security uplifts including a new firewall 
will be rolled out across June and July, 
ready for all sites to begin migrating 
over to a new high performing and 
secure single network environment for 
every office site. 

Infosys hosted the Innovation Day event in their 5G Lab in Melbourne

Service Stream Executive Team

Innovation takes centre stage

In February, Service Stream’s Executive 
Team partnered with Infosys for 
an Innovation Day. It was a good 
opportunity to discuss and see 
first-hand, some of the current and 
emerging technologies in the market.

Group Business  
Information Services (GBIS)
Update
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Employee spotlight

Ramneet Singh  
Systems Support Engineer | GBIS

What is your role at Service Stream?

I started working at Service Stream 
as an IT Support Analyst, my most 
recent experience as a System Engineer 
supported me to be recently promoted 
into a Systems Support Engineer role. 
Currently, the resources provided by 
my team are assisting me to learn new 
technologies and skills.

What expertise/background  
do you bring to the role?

Being an IT specialist in this industry 
for the past four years has given 

me confidence and has shown me 
the importance of customer loyalty. 
Considerable knowledge of IT 
technologies like Microsoft Exchange 
Servers, SCCM, Citrix and Networking 
has assisted me to excel in this role.  
I am working closely with the desktop 
support team to provide level two 
support to end users.

What do you enjoy about working at 
Service Stream?

The energetic nature of the GBIS Team, 
I enjoy being part of a supportive team. 

Furthermore, working in an ASX-listed 
company is assisting me to grow 
technically and professionally. 

Favourite Film/Book?

Film: Warrior,  Book: Dunkirk

If you could invite three famous guests 
to a dinner party, who would you 
invite?  

I would definitely like to invite Chris 
Hemsworth, Pedro Alonso and Travis 
Fimmel to enjoy a dinner party together.



People and Culture 
Update

The year so far has tested the character 
and resilience of many Australian 
communities and businesses through 
the impact of unprecedented bushfires, 
extreme weather conditions and 
more recently through the COVID-19 
pandemic. Through the hardship and 
adversity faced, it is the time where 
the nature of people and culture is 
challenged the most.  

Towards the end of March, the majority 
of our office-based staff nationwide 
were working remotely, and our field 
workforce were operating under 
strict COVID-19 business protocols. 
The ability of our business to adapt 
and transition to new operating 
arrangements has been impressive, 
and a great team effort across Service 
Stream.    

I’d like to express my thanks to our 
managers who have continued to 
support their teams, and all our staff 
who have regularly checked in with 

their colleagues during this period, 
as we’ve continued to safely deliver 
essential network services across the 
community. 

While there has been a strong focus 
on activating business continuity plans 
throughout the year, we’ve also been 
able to continue to make significant 
progress on our major initiatives and 
support the business throughout this 
period.  

Workday is now embedded across 
the business, as integral to how our 
employees and managers manage 
their day-to-day Human Resource 
(HR) needs. Importantly, Workday is 
providing improved accessibility of 
HR information in the one location, 
and more timely and versatility in our 
reporting.

I’m pleased that we have recently been 
able to transition our Performance 
Development Review (PDR) process 
across to Workday, with manager and 

staff training successfully delivered 
throughout May. This puts the business 
in a good position to close out this 
financial year’s PDR process, and 
setting the business up for the full PDR 
cycle leveraging Workday for FY2021.  

Despite the challenges this period has 
presented, it’s pleasing that we were 
able to still celebrate International 
Women’s Day in March, and our cultural 
diversity through the inclusion@
servicestream program in May. 

Importantly through our programs, 
team meetings and connectivity 
in place, we’ve continued to stay 
connected with one another 
throughout this challenging period.

Stephen Baker 
General Manager 
People and Culture

Working remotely 

Join us on Yammer

Yammer is Service Stream’s business 
social media platform for staff. It 
provides a great opportunity to share 
with each other what is happening 
across the business. 

Spotlight on 
Sarah Bottomley  
General Manager Human Resources — Utilities 

What is your role at Service Stream? 
I am the General Manager of Human 
Resources for Utilities (which covers 
Comdain, Energy and Water, TechSafe 
and Radhaz), my team is made up of 
two HR business partners and an IR/ER 
business partner. 

What expertise/background  
do you bring to the role?
I have over 15 years experience across 
Generalist, IR and L&D HR areas of 
expertise. I have worked for various 
organisations including, Origin Energy, 

Etihad Airways, Myer and most recently, 
Qantas Airways. I have a double degree 
in Human Resource Management and 
Psychology. 

What do you enjoy about working  
at Service Stream?
I love the team environment and culture. 
I enjoy working with a strong group 
of like minded ‘one team’ approach 
professionals. Service Stream has a 
wonderful story and I am so passionate 
about being part of their journey, 
especially as a leader in an ever-evolving 
People and Culture team.  

Favourite film?
I love the Notebook and Pearl Harbour. 
Favourite book? 
Thrive (Arianna Huffington)  
and Lean In (Sheryl Sandberg)
If you could invite three famous  
guests to a dinner party, who would you 
invite?
Ryan Gosling (purely to stare at him), 
Sheryl Sandberg (for the deep discussion 
and pick her brain), Deepak Chopra (do I 
need to say more). 

Service Stream and Comdain Q4 2019 
Kudos awards in early March 2020  

 
 
Employee Reward and Recognition Program

Award Winners Q1 2020

Congratulations to the KUDOS award winners from Q1 2020. 

If you have any questions about the program, please contact: 

E: kudos@servicestream.com.au

SAFETY

 � Alison Glover   
Fixed Communications, Arndell Park

 � Ben Phipps  
Energy and Water, Regency Park

 � Vesna Nolevski  
Corporate, Arndell Park

 � Darren Wade  
Comdain, Echucha

DELIVERY

 � Graeme Lazell  
Fixed Communications, Lutwyche 

 � Michael Lewis  
Energy and Water, Laverton

 � Clint Foglan  
Network Construction,  Collins St

 � Joseph Mesa | Corporate,  
Regency Park

 � Robert Doig  
TechSafe, Mulgrave

 � Ethan Abolmaali  
Comdain, Sydney

PEOPLE

 � Simon Blaney  
Fixed Communications, Collins St

 � Rodney Sinclair  
Energy and Water,  Epping

 � Paticha Viliahongs  
Network Construction, Nth Sydney

 � Stephanie Ryan  
Corporate, Collins St

 � Tamara Reed  
Comdain, Brisbane

ACCOUNTABILITY

 �  Sheree Ramos   
Fixed Communications, Welshpool

 � Martin Lai  
Energy and Water, Regency Park 

 � Ragu Sukumar  
Network Construction, Welshpool

 � Maricel Mariano  
Corporate, Collins St

 � Ross Halliday  
TechSafe, Mulgrave

 � Tony Soccio  
Comdain, Thomastown

People and Culture 
Update
People and Culture 
Update
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Inclusion Map Recipe sharing on Yammer Drawing Competition

Update 
International Women’s Day 2020

In March, we celebrated International 
Women’s Day, alongside other 
businesses and community groups 
across Australia, and overseas. 
Celebrations occurred across our 
offices recognising women both 

within Australia and globally. We 
also had a ‘Did you know’ quiz to 
raise awareness of the ongoing need 
for gender equality, and held a live-
streamed event with four senior leaders 
(pictured) sharing their insights, 

challenges and opportunities as women 
in our business. Our thanks to our 
facilitator Melissa Curtis, and panellists 
Sarah Bottomley, Bianca Roidoulis 
and  Miriam Sampson for sharing their 
insights.

inclusion@servicestream 
Celebrating our Diversity

While we couldn’t join together to 
celebrate Harmony Day this year in 
our usual way through food festivals 
and gatherings, we celebrated 
Cultural Diversity during May as part 
of inclusion@servicestream. Activities 
included the opportunity to identify 

our cultural heritage on an Inclusion 
Map, sharing traditional food recipes 
on Yammer, and entering a drawing 
competition. These celebrations are so 
important in recognising diversity is the 
strength in who we are. Having people 
from all over the world with many 

different cultures and backgrounds 
helps us to be more innovative, 
knowledgeable and connected with the 
world. 

Service Stream is very proud to be 
represented by many nationalities.

Service Stream’s 
2020 Employee Engagement Survey

Thank you to everyone who took time 
to complete the survey. The feedback 
is very important and will assist in 
shaping future initiatives. 

The engagement survey is an initiative 
allowing direct feedback from our 
employees about the way Service 
Stream rewards, recognises, supports 
and engages our people in the 
workplace.

The feedback will drive a range 
of actions and initiatives and the 
Executive Management Team will share 
the results within their business units in 
the coming weeks. 

Service Stream’s  
Employee Engagement Survey
2020
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Service Stream Limited

Head office:  Level 4, 357 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000

If you have a story for CONNECT we’d love to hear from you, contact us at: communications@servicestream.com.au

John-Gareth Mazzitelli, Network Construction 
supervised the HSE Audit for one of our Wireless 
projects at Weston Creek in NSW

TechSafe electrical inspector attending a power 
outage in Victoria, ensuring to maintain COVID-19 
safe working protocols

Most Valuable Meter Reader awards (ATCO Gas) 
Jarrid Hencz, Sarah Spaull, Christopher Roberts and 
Kevin Burletson 

Congratulations to Ian Donald and Kelly Callanan 
who celebrated 10 years with Service Stream

Road Safe | Home Safe campaign toolbox 
presentation to our ATCO gas meter readers in WA

James Pearson, Comdain receives Multinet Gas 
Network CEO HSE 2019 Recognition award

Congratulations to Grant Collins for recently 
celebrating 25 years of service with Comdain

After a big day at work, a beautiful sky as the 
Comdain fleet return to our Epping office

Service Stream Group 
Out and about 


